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Tryptophan catabolism mediated by indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) is an important mechanism of peripheral immune tolerance contributing to tumoral immune resistance.1 IDO inhibition has been an active area of research in drug development for a number of years.2 Recently, our group has shown that tryptophan 2,3 dioxygenase (TDO), an unrelated hepatic enzyme also catalyzing the first step of tryptophan degradation, is as well expressed in many tumors preventing their rejection by locally depleting tryptophan.3 The role of tryptophan catabolites was demonstrated by another group.4

Herein, we report the syntheses and structure-activity studies around a series of 3-(2-(pyridyl)ethenyl)indoles.5 Some 80 novel heterocyclic compounds were synthesized. Their TDO inhibitory potency was evaluated and rationalized by molecular modeling studies. The best candidate in terms of potency, selectivity, solubility and oral bioavailability was evaluated in a preclinical model in mice. Upon systemic treatment, the compound reversed TDO-mediated tumoral immune resistance.6
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